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Gilgal Progress
This captivating photo was taken by Jeff Gillum. Jeff recently returned
from the June Journey. This photo shows Gilgal as of June 2016.
Preserving such a magnificent place takes time, effort, and of course
funding.

Click Here For The Full
Gilgal Update

IF JESUS IS THE
MESSIAH, HOW COME NO
RABBIS BELIEVE IN HIM?
One For Israel's video dives into
history and uncovers powerful
Rabbi's that seemed to vanish after
verbalizing their belief in the
Yeshua

UPDATED PLATFORM
Learning about upcoming
trips, managing journeys, making
payments, and receiving chats has
never been easier. If you don't have
an account yet sign up today to stay
updated!
SIGN UP

VIEW MORE

Upcoming Trips
The November
Journey may be sold
out, but there is still
space for February's
incredible trip!
READ MORE

Message From
Judean
Wilderness
Please watch as Byron
Stinson, Founder of
Father’s House
Educational
Foundation, shares a
word from the Judean
Wilderness.
VIEW MORE

MJBI; Forward
November 10, 2016
Messianic Jewish Bible
Institute hosts their
20th anniversary event
in Arlington, TX. with
special guests
including Texas
Governor Rick Perry!
LEARN MORE

Journey Spotlight
Even after studying the materials suggested before going on this wonderful experience, I
see that it is almost impossible to visualize and understand G_d’s word without seeing it in
context. Just as the settlers and Native Americans used the materials that were at hand for
their shelters, so did the Israelites. I had never pictured homes, inns, stables, castles and
fortresses built in chalk limestone caves, but that was what was available to shelter them.
Seeing, no, experiencing the recent archeological discoveries will touch your soul just as
Pilgrims to the Promised Land have been moved for years. Praising G_d at the same
locations that Israelites praised him in the past may bring you to tears of joy. It was easy to
see individual members of our tour group were touched at different locations we visited
according to their needs and G_d’s gifts. Come home to the Promised Land, even if it only
for a short time, your life with the Father, Son and Holy Spirit will grow, especially as you
share your experiences. It is very easy to share the Word, when you are asked about your
trip to the Promised Land.
-Roy Achemire
(June Journey 2016)

Want to share this testimonial? Click here.
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Without your continued support we could not do the things we do! Please feel free
to join the conversation and connect with us today.
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